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We report experimental 2D infrared (2D IR) spectra of coherent
light–matter excitations––molecular vibrational polaritons. The ap-
plication of advanced 2D IR spectroscopy to vibrational polaritons
challenges and advances our understanding in both fields. First,
the 2D IR spectra of polaritons differ drastically from free uncoupled
excitations and a new interpretation is needed. Second, 2D IR
uniquely resolves excitation of hybrid light–matter polaritons and
unexpected dark states in a state-selective manner, revealing other-
wise hidden interactions between them. Moreover, 2D IR signals
highlight the impact of molecular anharmonicities which are appli-
cable to virtually all molecular systems. A quantum-mechanical
model is developed which incorporates both nuclear and electrical
anharmonicities and provides the basis for interpreting this class
of 2D IR spectra. This work lays the foundation for investigating
phenomena of nonlinear photonics and chemistry of molecular
vibrational polaritons which cannot be probed with traditional
linear spectroscopy.

vibrational polariton | two-dimensional infrared spectroscopy |
ultrafast dynamics | strong coupling | microcavity

Molecular vibrational polaritons can be described as delo-
calized quantum superpositions of molecular vibrations

and electromagnetic modes, resulting from strong coupling be-
tween them (1–3), which extend across a macroscopic number of
molecules in the entire photonic mode (Fig. 1 A and B). Fol-
lowing the impressive developments in the field of exciton–
polaritons, including room-temperature tabletop realizations of
superfluids (4), polariton lasing (5), and Bose–Einstein con-
densates (6–9), it is anticipated that vibrational polaritons will
open opportunities for new photonic and molecular phenomena.
While some have been recently explored, such as chemical re-
activity control through modified vibrational dynamics, and tai-
lored potential energy landscapes (1, 2, 10–14), other promising
applications are still waiting for experimental demonstrations,
e.g., long-range mesoscopic vibrational energy transfer and novel
optical switches and lasing in the mid-IR regime. Vibrational
polaritons have been probed in polymers, neat liquids, and solu-
tions (1, 2, 10, 12) using steady-state optical responses, including
linear IR and Raman spectroscopy. This research revealed
enhanced Raman scattering (11) and modified kinetics of
chemical reactions, even in the absence of external pumping
(2, 3, 15). The first time-resolved spectroscopic study of these
systems showed vibrational-polariton dynamics that were sig-
nificantly faster than that of the uncoupled molecule and highly
sensitive to the light–matter composition of the polaritons (i.e., the
Hopfield coefficients) (16).
However, important aspects of vibrational polaritons are still

not understood because molecular vibrations behave qualita-
tively different from the well-studied excitons (excitons consist of
an electron–hole pair while the vibrational degree of freedom is
a weakly perturbed harmonic oscillator), and the polariton–
polariton interactions, as well as the couplings between polar-
itons and other degrees of freedom, cannot be accessed through
steady-state spectroscopy. For instance, it is known that the hybrid

molecular-cavity system has many dark states in comparison with
the few bright modes (3, 17, 18): One type of dark states shares
molecular components and some small photonic character with
polaritons as a result of disorder (17). Another type of dark
states, termed “uncoupled” molecules, consists of molecular vi-
brations which are not coupled to the cavity electric field (e.g.,
because they may be outside the photonic-mode volume, or
because their transition dipole moment is orthogonal to the
mode polarization). These “uncoupled” dark states should not
contribute to polariton transmission spectra. Further develop-
ment of molecular vibrational-polariton photonic devices hinges
on detailed understanding of the role of dark states in micro-
cavities and how they interact with the bright polariton states.
However, since dark states are essentially invisible in linear
spectroscopy, we do not have very direct measurements of them
as of present.
In the following, we report ultrafast 2D IR spectroscopy (19)

investigation of vibrational polaritons to resolve state-selective
excitation and population transfer, and thereby reveal hidden
dark states and their influences on polaritons. The combined
effort in utilizing 2D IR spectroscopy to study vibrational-
polariton states advances our understanding of both fields.
Two-dimensional IR spectroscopy can explicitly excite and de-
tect transitions in a state-selective manner, which reveals un-
expected interactions between dark states and vibrational
polaritons as well as direct excitation of dark states. These vi-
brational polaritons bring 2D IR into an unexplored regime and
present theoretical challenges. The mere existence of vibrational-
polariton pump–probe (16) and 2D IR signals is direct evidence of
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deviations from the harmonic polariton model and motivates our
development of a theoretical treatment of nonlinear polariton
response incorporating vibrational anharmonicities. We find that
in contrast to the well-studied exciton polaritons, whose main
source of nonlinearities is the so-called “phase-space filling” effect
which arises due to Pauli exclusion (20, 21), vibrational polaritons
feature different sources of nonlinearity––nuclear and electrical
anharmonicities––which enable and determine optical features in
the 2D IR spectra of vibrational polaritons. These findings rep-
resent a major step forward in the critical development of mid-IR
sources of photonic nonlinearities.

Results
The sample is composed of a nearly saturated W(CO)6 solution
in a microcavity consisting of two dielectric stack mirrors sepa-
rated by a 25-μm spacer (Methods). In the strong coupling re-
gime, upper and lower polariton branches (termed UP and LP,
respectively) are formed upon hybridization of vibrational and
cavity modes (Fig. 1C). By adjusting the tilt angle, θ (Fig. 1A),
the cavity resonance can be tuned across the vibrational transi-
tion, thus revealing a dispersive anticrossing and allowing control
of the polariton light–matter composition (Fig. 1D) (1, 3, 9, 10,
12). When the cavity-vibration detuning is zero (i.e., frequency of
both is 1,983 cm−1), LP and UP have equal photonic and
delocalized-vibration characters (Fig. 1C). The energy difference
between the polariton branches at this condition (∼37 cm−1)
corresponds to the vacuum Rabi splitting. Blue tuning the cavity

probes an LP transition with stronger vibrational character while
the UP has a higher photonic component. Red tuning has the
opposite effect.

Pump–Probe and Free-Induction Decay. We first confirm that the
pump–probe response of molecules both inside and outside the
cavity agrees with published results (16, 22, 23). The transient
spectrum for uncoupled W(CO)6 (Fig. 2A) is well-understood.
The negative feature at 1,983 cm−1 corresponds to ground-state
bleach and stimulated emission while positive features indicate
absorption in newly populated excited states. Importantly, for
this uncoupled system, only the peak amplitudes vary with
excited-state population, i.e., the spectral position of each tran-
sient feature remains fixed at the frequency corresponding to the
excited or bleached state irrespective of the pump-induced
transient population. Notable qualitative differences are ob-
served between the bare molecule pump–probe response (Fig.
2A) and that of the strongly coupled system (Fig. 2B). As further
explained below, the distinctive features in the polaritonic spec-
tra do not necessarily correspond to transient population changes
of states. Instead, they are due to the interaction of cavity pho-
tons with the matter polarization originating from excited-state
absorption, ground-state bleach, and stimulated emission of
reservoir modes.
To obtain 2D IR spectra, t1 is scanned to measure the free-

induction decay (FID) of vibrational coherences (SI Appendix,
section 2f). A comparison of FID of the ω01 peak of W(CO)6 in
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Fig. 1. Vibrational polariton 2D IR spectroscopy. (A) Scheme of vibrational polariton 2D IR spectroscopy setup. Pump and probe IR incident beams are
symmetric with respect to the normal plane with the same tilting angle, θ. The coherences are characterized by scanning t1 and t3, and the resulting time-
domain interferograms are Fourier transformed to obtain 2D IR spectra. The other delay time, t2, is equivalent to the delay between the pump and probe
pulses in pump–probe spectroscopy. (B) Illustration of the microscopic physics of molecules inside of a microcavity where “pure gray modes” correspond to the
vibrational modes that are not strongly coupled to the cavity and the rest refers to the strongly coupled modes that contribute to UP (blue), LP (red), and dark
reservoir modes (gray) formation. (C) Formation of vibrational polaritons by strongly coupled molecular vibration and cavity modes. (Left) vibrational
polariton FTIR spectrum of W(CO)6. (D) Dispersion of IR transmission, as a function of the tilting angle, θ, of a microcavity filled with a nearly saturated W(CO)6
in hexane solution, with white dashed line indicating the vibrational frequency of W(CO)6.
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free space and the peak at 1,968 cm−1 in the microcavity (SI
Appendix, Fig. S5) shows that dephasing time of the vibrational
polariton is shorter than that of free-molecular vibrations for all
k values. This is due to the hybrid nature of the polaritons, whose
dephasing times will have a contribution from the cavity, which
has shorter dephasing time than the molecule in our system. If a
cavity with a narrow resonance linewidth and a long dephasing
time is used, and the polariton has a large fractional photon
character, we expect that dephasing times could become longer
than the natural dephasing time of the vibrations of the free
molecules, which has the potential to engineer long-lived co-
herences. Aside from the modified FID, we also observed
“quantum beating.” This is expected for polariton spectroscopy,
since we coherently excite both UP and LP and the beating period
∼0.75 ps matches the Rabi splitting frequency. However, as we
show later, unexpected “dark mode” transitions also contribute to
the beating in FID traces.

Two-Dimensional IR Spectra of Vibrational Polaritons. A 2D IR
spectrum is generated by numerically Fourier transforming the t1
FID traces at individual ω3 frequency. Two-dimensional IR
spectroscopy reveals coherences between states using a three-IR-
pulse sequence (Fig. 1A). We focus on results obtained at t2 =
25 ps, where spectral oscillations have ceased, and after which
only incoherent polariton–polariton and polariton–dark-state
interactions are significant. There are sharp contrasts between
the 2D IR spectra of uncoupled W(CO)6 (Fig. 2C shows ground-
state bleach/stimulated emission and excited-state absorption at
the frequencies of those transitions) and cavity-coupled W(CO)6
(Fig. 2D shows strong excited-state absorption features extend-
ing along the ω1 axis and weaker features near the UP region).
We have eliminated the possibility of a cavity-induced spectral
filtering effect contributing to the 2D IR spectra (SI Appendix,
section 2g).

Details of the cavity-coupled response are more clearly seen in
Fig. 3 where we have rescaled each region for visibility. Fig. 3
shows many features along the diagonal, where the system is
pumped and probed at the same frequency, as well as cross-
peaks, indicating coupling or energy transfer between modes.
Along the diagonal, we observe a large absorptive feature in the
LP region (ω1 = ω3 = ωLP) (Fig. 3C), and a derivative-like
modulation in the UP region (ω1 = ω3 = ωUP) (Fig. 3D). Addi-
tionally, “cross-peaks” appear when exciting either polariton
mode (24). Specifically, when the UP is excited, a strong feature
(Fig. 3A) identical to that of Fig. 3C is observed when the system
is probed at the LP frequency (ω1 = ωUP, ω3 = ωLP), and the
derivative lineshape observed in Fig. 3D also appears when the
LP is excited (ω1 = ωLP, ω3 = ωUP) (Fig. 3F). Calculations based
on Fresnel expressions (16) (also see SI Appendix, section 3)
associate the large, absorptive feature located at the LP region
(∼1,960 cm−1) with the coupling of the cavity mode to v = 1–
2 polarization (due to transient v = 1 dark population). The
derivative lineshape in the UP region and weak negative re-
sponses at the edges of the LP region are essentially manifes-
tations of a redshift of the UP transition and a blueshift of the
LP, ascribed mainly to an effective Rabi splitting contraction
induced by reduction of ground-state (v = 0) population. The
motion of the LP is somewhat obscured because of the large
absorptive feature at the LP region. Below, a microscopic quantum-
mechanical model will be presented which supports these in-
terpretations (also see SI Appendix, section 4).
Unexpected 2D IR peaks reveal dark-state populations. A third set of
features requires discussion. When the system is excited at the
ω01 frequency, and probed at the LP and UP frequencies, (Fig. 3
B and E), peaks are observed, consistent with the presence of v =
1 dark-state population. While these features are similar to those
discussed above, their presence when exciting at the ω01 fre-
quency indicates direct excitation of dark states of W(CO)6 de-
spite their “dark” nature. This direct excitation of dark modes is
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comparatively weak (see unscaled data of Fig. 2D). We believe it
occurs by way of nonunity cavity reflections and disorder in the
molecular system (17) [the phenomenon is analogous to the
observed direct excitation of bare excitons in systems with exci-
ton–polaritons (20)]. The former is necessary for excitation of
molecular vibrations which are weakly coupled to the cavity
mode, and the latter is needed for exciting dark states which
share molecular components with polaritons. Given that the
uncoupled molecules are not expected to have influence on
polariton optical response (since they provide no contribution to
the polariton states and do not affect the Rabi splitting), the
correlations between vibrational polaritons and dark states (Figs.
2D and 3 B and E) indicate that many of the dark modes excited
at 1,983 cm−1 are formed from molecules which contribute sig-
nificantly to polariton transitions. These dark states define a
coupled reservoir. Notably, disorder of the molecular system is
expected to substantially localize these modes (25). Thus, we
expect them to behave very similarly to pure molecule excita-
tions––their optical transitions and lifetimes are similar to those
of uncoupled molecules (16).
The features in Fig. 3 B and E have not been observed in any

polariton coherent 2D spectroscopy and indicate significant in-
teraction between the so-called dark modes and bright polar-
itons––when one mode (dark) is excited, it influences the optical
response of the others (polaritons) (21). A similar interaction,
but in the opposite order (exciting polaritons and influencing
dark modes), is also evident in the 2D IR spectra. The large
absorptive features in Fig. 3 A and C are due to dark-excited-
state population and occur after selective excitation of either
polariton. The fact that response is qualitatively similar when
exciting at the LP, UP, or even the dark-state frequency indicates
that there are polariton–dark-state interactions that lead polari-
tonic excitations (either LP or UP) to transfer into dark states
possibly via phonon scattering (26, 27).
The existence of dark-state peaks imposes difficulty in disen-

tangling certain spectral signatures. In principle, the large positive
signals observed near the LP (Fig. 3 A–C) are a mixture of two

contributions: nonlinear polariton optical response and excited-
state absorption from the coupled reservoir-state hot bands (16).
In contrast, the 2D spectra that probe UP states are easier to
understand (Fig. 3 D–F), and reveal interactions between various
states. For example, the derivative-like feature in Fig. 3 E and F
indicates that by populating either the LP or dark modes, the UP
frequency is modulated. Such insights are obfuscated when
probing near the LP due to its near-resonance with the coupled
reservoir excited-state absorption.

Cavity-detuning–dependent response. Important insights arise
from examining the system response as a function of cavity
detuning. The data in Fig. 4 correspond to spectral cuts along the
probe frequency axis (ω3) with the pump frequency (ω1) fixed at
the reservoir mode (ω01), LP, and UP frequencies (ωLP and ωUP)
(Fig. 4 A–C, respectively). The cavity is detuned by rotating the
sample as described in Fig. 1A. When exciting at ω1 = 1,983 cm−1

(dark state, Fig. 4A), a large positive feature is seen near the LP
region; it is maximal when the cavity is tuned such that the LP
frequency is 1,968 cm−1. On the other hand, while the spectral
cuts at LP and UP frequencies (Fig. 4 B and C) show a similar
feature, it is maximized when LP is tuned to 1,963 cm−1.
As discussed above, the large feature in the LP region can be

attributed to the existence of an excited-state population in the
v1 coupled reservoir states. Therefore, the detuning-dependent
intensity of this peak indicates either (i) a varying sensitivity to
reservoir-state population or (ii) a detuning-dependent effi-
ciency in generating coupled reservoir population. First, we ex-
amine Fig. 4A, where reservoir states are excited directly. In this
case, the signal is maximized when the LP resonance is tuned to
the ω12 band (∼1,968 cm−1). This behavior is analogous to a
cavity-enhanced optical response where the excited-state pop-
ulation of reservoir states is most sensitively detected when the
polariton resonance is coincident with the transition being pro-
bed (28, 29). In other words, the reservoir population may not be
influenced much by tuning but our ability to see it is. However,
when exciting the polaritons (Fig. 4 B and C), this feature is
maximized when the LP frequency is 1,963 cm−1. This frequency
does not align with the reservoir ω12 transition, but it is near the
condition of zero detuning between the cavity and the vibration.
Under these excitation conditions, polaritons are first excited
and then decay into the coupled reservoir states causing the
nonlinear optical response near the LP. We propose that the
generation of polariton excitations, which subsequently decay
into reservoir population, is maximized when the initial polariton
absorption is maximized (i.e., at zero detuning; SI Appendix,
section 3). We note that the calculation of cavity detuning is
highly sensitive to the calibration of the spectrograph and the
current values are determined based on both frequencies and
intensities of the LP and UP. Nevertheless, these results indicate
that even after a relatively long delay time of 25 ps (relative to
the cavity lifetime, which is <5 ps), the resultant excited-state
population can be manipulated via the excitation frequency
(polariton vs. dark-state excitation) or angle (the relative photon-
vibration character of the polariton), which may prove useful in
future implementation of cavity-modified molecular excitations.

Origin of 2D IR Spectra of Vibrational Polaritons: Deviations from the
Free-Harmonic Boson. Even though we have shown that 2D IR
spectra reveal dark states and their interactions with polaritons,
the origin of the 2D IR spectra of vibrational polaritons is an
interesting topic in its own right. Given previous emphasis on
their linear response, polaritons have been primarily described
within the free-boson picture, featuring harmonic oscillator dy-
namics (21, 30, 31). However, it is well-known that harmonic
systems exhibit vanishing nonlinear optical response (32). Thus,
the observation of vibrational-polariton pump–probe (16) and
2D IR signals necessarily indicates that this free-bosonic picture
does not generally hold, and that anharmonicities in the system
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must exist to give rise to nonlinear spectra. In inorganic semi-
conductor exciton–polaritons, effective anharmonicities are in-
duced by Coulomb scattering and the so-called phase-space
filling mechanism due to Pauli exclusion of electrons and holes
(21, 33). For vibrations, nuclear and electrical (or dipolar)
anharmonicity (34, 35) of the C–O stretch causes deviations from
harmonic behavior. As the level of excitation in the system in-
creases, v = 1–2 transitions become coupled to the cavity, in
addition to the fundamental transition, thus influencing polar-
iton formation and dispersion. Both the redshift of ω12 compared
with ω01 (nuclear anharmonicity) and the reduced oscillator strength
μ12 compared with

ffiffiffi

2
p

μ01 (electrical anharmonicity) lead to a
redshift of the UP (i.e., contraction of the vacuum Rabi splitting
leading to derivative-like lineshape; SI Appendix, section 2e).
Classical expressions for transmission through a cavity capture
this effect well with respect to coupled reservoir population, but
here we develop a full quantum-mechanical treatment to provide
a microscopic perspective and shed light on the conditions of
validity of the classical approximation.
The details of our approximate quantum-mechanical (QM)

model are described in SI Appendix, section 4. The Hamiltonian
includes the effects of both nuclear and electrical anharmonicity,
which may be understood to induce self- and cross-interactions
between the LP and UP, as well as between polaritons and dark
states. With either the classical expression or the QM model, we
can estimate the degree of coupled reservoir excitation by
comparing the modeled and experimentally determined shift of
the UP. From the classical model, we estimate that 5% of the
molecules are excited at t2 = 25 ps, while the QM model suggests
5–7.5%. Both estimates are reasonable for the pulse energies
used. The QM model captures the main features of the vibra-
tional-polariton (Fig. 5) pump–probe signal, including excited-
state absorption, stimulated emission, and ground-state bleach,
as well as the order of their corresponding intensities. We only
present a comparison of experimental and theoretical pump–
probe signals because simulation of the complete 2D spectrum
requires a detailed theory of nonlinear multipolariton dynamics
including many-body interactions between dark states and
polaritons, which we are currently developing.

Discussion
While the assumption of transient reservoir-state population
seems sufficient to capture several of the described 2D IR fea-
tures (e.g., the derivative lineshape at UP and large absorptive
feature at LP), the differences of 2D IR signals taken at ω1 = LP,
UP relative to those at ω1 = ω01 (Fig. 4) indicate that the time-
dependent population of reservoir modes from polariton re-
laxation is surprisingly sensitive to cavity detuning. The quantum
description presented here reproduces all of the characteristic

features of the transient response at longer times, and a full
treatment which includes the dynamic coherence and population
transfer between polaritons and reservoir states is under development.
The multidimensional spectroscopy (36–40) of the cavity-

coupled C–O stretch of W(CO)6 reveals direct excitation of
reservoir states (despite their weak linear response) and un-
ambiguous evidence of interactions between reservoir and
polariton modes. The visibility of reservoir dark-mode excitation
in 2D IR signals arises from vibrational coherences that are
detected through FID along t1 of the emitted signal, instead of
measuring the emitted optical responses, which can be weakened
by reabsorption. The present work can be extended by per-
forming polarization resolved measurements, quantum process
tomography (41), or even 3D spectroscopy (42–44) for tracking
emergent two-point correlations between vibrational polaritons
and uncoupled vibrations. The integration between molecular
vibrational transitions and quantized microcavity modes enables
possibilities to design photonic materials in the mid-IR regimes,
taking advantages of the large selection of vibrational transitions.
Many novel molecular systems deserve attention, including hetero-
geneous systems, intrinsically coupled (34) and decoupled molecular
vibrations, and molecular systems that undergo isomerization (45).
In addition, many novel nanoplasmonic optics can be designed
and used to enhance local electric field and hence the coupling
strength (46).
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Fig. 4. Scaled spectral cuts at pump frequency of (A) ω01, (B) LP, and (C) UP with different detuning (Δ).
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Methods
Molecule–Polariton Preparation. The W(CO)6 (Sigma-Aldrich)/cavity system is
prepared in an IR spectral cell (Harrick) containing two dielectric CaF2 mirrors
separated by a 25-μm spacer and filled with nearly saturated W(CO)6/hexane
solution. The dielectric mirror has an ∼96% reflectivity. Because the Rabi
splitting (37 cm−1) is larger than the full width at half-maximum of both
cavity (∼10 cm−1) and W(CO)6 vibrational (∼3 cm−1) modes, the strong cou-
pling criterion is satisfied. The transmission spectra of both pump and probe
polaritons are measured along with 2D IR spectra.

Angular-Resolved 2D IR Spectrometer. The spectrometer follows the pulse-
shaper-enabled pump–probe design (47), and a rotational stage is added to
control beam incidence angle. In the 2D IR spectrometer, three IR pulses
interact with a sample sequentially to create two vibrational coherences.
The first coherence is characterized by scanning t1. The second coherence
introduces a macroscopic polarization which subsequently emits a third-order
IR signal, which is self-heterodyned and detected in frequency domain. To
display 2D IR spectra, the FID in t1 is numerically Fourier transformed.

Theoretical Model. As described in SI Appendix, section 4, the QM model
utilizes a Hamiltonian including a single-cavity mode interacting weakly
with external vacuum electromagnetic modes, and with the polarization
generated by N independent anharmonic molecular vibrations, which are
themselves weakly coupled to low-energy bath modes. We utilize input-
output theory to estimate the probe transmission in the presence and ab-
sence of a transient excited-state population of molecular vibrations.
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